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AWS Well-Architected Review

Architecture assessment: 
Our AWS experts collaborate with key customer stakeholders to examine current cloud 
architectures.

Report generations and recommendations: 
We provide an in-depth report based on our aggregate findings using AWS tools and Teqfocus 
technologies, and we assist client teams in translating this output into practical suggestions.

Remedial support: Remedial support: 
Our AWS certified professionals assist companies with their remediation pathways and activities.
cost-effective, scalable, & resilient design & architecture.

The AWS Well-Architected Framework Review is a strategic 
evaluation to learn how your architecture aligns with cloud 
design principles and best practices for running workloads 
in the cloud. By just answering a few questions, our team at 
Teqfocus helps AWS customers to make the right 
improvements and provides recommendations to build 
cost-effective, scalable, & resilient design & architecture.

Teqfocus' AWS Well-Architected
framework review

Concentrating on the most 
effective ways to run and monitor 
systems

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Emphasizing on the effectiveness 
of confidentiality and security 
measures

SECURITY

Consider how the capacity to 
prevent and recover from failure 
might be improved.

RELIABILITY

Concentrating on how to achieve 
a properly structured 
environment and meet 
performance requirements

EFFICIENCY IN PERFORMANCE

Control spending and maintain 
financial awareness.

OPTIMIZATION OF COSTS

Learn, measure, and improve 
workloads using environmental 
best practices

SUSTAINABILITY

AWS Well-Architected Framework Pillars
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AWS Well-Architected Review

• Helps your product teams build and deploy faster through automation and better capacity 
  management

• Helps to understand, lower and eliminate risks related to your architecture

• Helps to make informed decisions by better aligning architectural decisions and business 
  outcomes

• Prevents high-risk issues by identifying, measuring, and removing them before they occur. 

• Enhances the business value of cloud adoption through long term cost-savings• Enhances the business value of cloud adoption through long term cost-savings
  cost-effective, scalable, & resilient design & architecture

Teqfocus is a Canadian AWS Advanced Services Partner specializing in Well-Architected 
Framework Reviews (WAFR) for SMB and Mid-Market customers. Our AWS WAFR strategies give you 
a structured review of your existing infrastructure and a professional account of how the current 
design can be improved and scaled. In line with AWS' six pillar Well-Architected Framework Review, 
our review and follow-up remediation facilitate your teams in building an efficient, optimized, 
secure, and high-performing infrastructure. Our approach to the Well-Architected Framework 
Review (WAFR) helps you analyze and review a specific, business-critical workloads against the Review (WAFR) helps you analyze and review a specific, business-critical workloads against the 
best practices suggested by AWS as part of the six pillars.

Discovery: 
Our AWS Certified Professional Solutions Architects get into a discovery meeting with the 
relevant stakeholders to gather the primary needs in terms of their mission critical workloads.

Well-Architected Framework Review: 
Using the AWS Well-Architected Framework, we use in-house tools and technology to assess one Using the AWS Well-Architected Framework, we use in-house tools and technology to assess one 
or more workload(s). We aid the review by automating the review process, to list the items that 
need utmost attention.

WAFR Report & recommendations: 
Upon completion of the Well-Architected Framework Review, Teqfocus will deliver a detailed report 
and present the findings to you. The findings will cover the current state of your architecture 
providing a scorecard and recommendations for remediation on high risk issues

How does the Well Architected 
Framework Review benefit you: 

Why Teqfocus?
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